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Abstract— A well-known Artificial Intelligence (AI) problem
in video games is designing AI-controlled humanoid characters.
It is desirable for these characters to appear both skillful
and believably human-like. Many games address the former
objective by providing their agents with unfair advantages.
Although challenging, these agents are frustrating to humans
who perceive the AI to be cheating. In this paper we evaluate
hidden semi-Markov models and particle filters as a means
for predicting opponent positions. Our results show that these
models can perform with similar or better accuracy than the
average human expert in the game Counter-Strike: Source.
Furthermore, the mistakes these models make are more human-
like than perfect predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Video games are a recognized source of challenging Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AI) problems. In particular, several game
complexities must be addressed by AI decision-making sys-
tems that control in-game agents. First, unlike classical turn-
based games (e.g., checkers, chess, go), video games often
have real-time settings thus leaving little time for an agent to
decide on its next action. Second, the representation of the
game state as well as the set of possible agent actions may
be defined by high-dimensional and/or continuous spaces.
Third, many game environments are not fully observable
and so agents must be able to act under uncertainty. Finally,
multiplayer games may require teamwork to win.

In addition to dealing with game complexities, it is impor-
tant that AI agents simulating humanoid characters (called
bots) behave in a believable fashion for both virtual reality
training environments and commercial video games. The
former require believability so that the effects of training
carry over to real-life experiences. The latter aim to provide
a human player with fun adversaries. While a suitable
definition for “fun” is a hot topic in academia [1], [2], it
is commonly agreed that cheating bots are not fun. Tradi-
tionally, cheating has been employed by game AI designers
to make bots more challenging to human players. Examples
include inhumanly accurate aim in shooting games, easier
economy in strategy games, simplified physics in car racing
simulators and omniscience in games where the game state
is partially revealed to human players. We address the last
problem by taking a step towards building a non-cheating
bot that deals with partial observations of the game state in
a human-like fashion.

The primary contribution of this paper is an application
and evaluation of hidden semi-Markov models and particle
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filters to predict opponent positions in first-person shooter
(FPS) video games. These models are machine-learned from
records of past matches (called game logs) and are informed
only by the same observational game information that is
available to a human player. We also conducted a human
subject study in which experienced gamers were asked to
provide their own guesses of opponent positions for several
matches. Our results show that the best models can estimate
opponent positions with similar or better accuracy than the
average human expert. Moreover, the mistakes these models
make are more human-like than perfect predictions.

In the next section we formulate the problem precisely
and state our performance objectives. We then follow with a
review of related work in Section III. We introduce the mod-
els and detail their application to FPS games in Sections IV
and V. The user study is explained in Section VI followed
by comparisons of humans to predictors in Section VII. The
paper ends with conclusions and directions for future work.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We are concerned with the problem of predicting oppo-
nent positions – an important task in games with partially
observable game states [3], [4]. Consider two adversarial
teams engaging each other in a enclosed game environment.
We arbitrarily designate one team the opposing team and
the other the friendly team. The goal of a predictor is to
produce a vector A = (a1, a2, ..., an) , ai ∈ R2 representing
the current coordinate positions of opponents during a match.
A predictor receives several inputs to aid the construction
of A: the presence/absence of opponents in areas of the
map visible to friendly players1, the number of opponents
n currently in the game (i.e., alive)2, and the game clock.
When any friendly player has an unobstructed line-of-sight
to an opponent, we say that the opponent is observed and
the opponent’s coordinates are made known to the predictor.
However, for each unobserved opponent, the predictor must
provide an estimation of the coordinates for that opponent
(referred to as a prediction).

We evaluate predictor performance by two error metrics:
prediction accuracy error (PAE) and human similarity error
(HSE). With regards to a single opponent, PAE is defined as
the shortest-path distance between a predictor’s prediction

1While it may seem unreasonable to assume that a player is able to know
the exact areas of the map their teammates can see, experienced humans
often use voice communication to keep their teammates informed of enemy
sightings and combat action [5].

2It is common for FPS games to allow everyone to view statistics such
as the scores, names, and alive/dead status of all players at all times.
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Fig. 1. Error Metrics Example. The bottom-most point denotes the true
position of an opponent while the other points denote the predictions of
a human expert and a computer predictor. The solid line represents the
prediction accuracy error and the dashed line represents the human similarity
error. The dotted line can be viewed in two ways: as the prediction accuracy
error for the human’s prediction and as the human similarity error for the
true position.

and the opponent’s true position. To measure human sim-
ilarity, we make the assumption that the most human-like
prediction is one made by a human expert. Thus, we define
HSE as the shortest-path distance between a predictor’s
prediction and a human expert’s prediction. Figure 1 shows
how both error metrics relate predictions to the true location
of an opponent.

Our objective is to design a predictor that minimizes both
the average PAE per prediction and the average HSE per
prediction. Because these two objectives can be antagonistic
(i.e., achieving one may negatively affect the other), we plot
predictors on a scatter plot and look for non-dominated per-
formance. A predictor p is considered non-dominated if no
other predictor q exists such that: 1) all error measurements
of q are equal to or less than those of p, and 2) q has at least
one error measurement strictly less than that of p. The set of
all non-dominated predictors are Pareto optimal; intuitively,
each element of the set can be considered “no worse off”
than any other.

III. RELATED WORK

The problem of determining human positions in partially
observable environments is evident in many domains, such
as monitoring enemy positions in military surveillance [6]
and people tracking in robotics [7]. With regards to FPS
video games, many techniques have been implemented in
commercial products to track opponents. In the critically-
acclaimed FPS game Bioshock [8], Abercrombie employs
vision cones to determine whether or not a bot is able to
see the human player [9]. A “doubt” vision cone is used
to represent the last known location of the player. Bots
search this cone’s area when looking for the player. Also, a
“certainty” cone is used to notify the bot of the player’s exact
location if the player resides within this cone for a certain
length of time. Unfortunately, the cone model is simplistic
in that it does not proactively track the player’s movements
when the player is not in sight. As such, the doubt cone is
an accurate predictor only when the player has not moved
from his last observed position.

Laird addresses the issue of tracking of unobserved op-
ponents with Quakebot, a Quake II bot based on the Soar
cognitive architecture [10], [11], [12]. The novel feature in
his work is the implementation of anticipation, a subroutine
that initiates when a human opponent leaves the bot’s view.
This subroutine creates a temporary game context in which
the bot places itself in the human’s position and then runs
for a brief period of time. The actions taken by the bot
during this interval are returned to Soar, which it then uses
as a prediction of the human’s future trajectory. The skill
and human-like qualities of the Quakebot were evaluated by
a panel of eight judges [13]. The judges’ gradings showed
several interesting results, notably that the most human-like
bot behavior was achieved by setting the decision-making
time of the bot to 50-100 milliseconds (an estimate of a
typical human’s decision-making time). Unfortunately, the
anticipation feature alone was not measured by the judges.

Isla promotes the use of occupancy maps to predict
opponent positions [14]. Occupancy maps impose a grid
over the game environment and a probability is maintained
for each grid cell (discussed further in Section IV-A of
this paper). These probabilities represent the likelihood of
an opponent occupying their associated cells. Occupancy
maps are an effective solution because they allow areas of
the environment observable to a bot to be “culled”; that
is, the probabilities corresponding to observed, vacant grid
cells can be set to zero. However, Isla’s model assumes that
opponents move with a uniform probability to adjacent cells
at discrete time intervals. This technique does not distinguish
the direction nor the velocity at which an opponent may
be traveling, two features that are important in capturing
strategical and tactical movement.

Southey et al. use hidden semi-Markov models to track
the movement of enemy units in a real-time strategy (RTS)
game [15]. This technique predicts a unit’s trajectory using a
“black-box” motion model, a policy that encodes the nature
of the unit’s movement. While experimental results showed
success in predicting unit trajectories, several issues prevent
this work from being applied in real-world scenarios. First,
all units were guaranteed to move at a constant velocity dur-
ing the experiments. This may be an acceptable assumption
to make for RTS games because units typically execute their
actions without pause once orders are received. In contrast,
FPS gameplay involves fast movement interspersed with
ambushing tactics thus making target tracking a challenging
task. Second, motion models were designed for units travel-
ing along optimal (or near-optimal) paths. These models do
not account for more complex movement behaviors found
in FPS games (e.g., retracing one’s steps). Finally, each unit
was tracked from a single origin to a single destination, as
opposed to being tracked for the complete duration of an
RTS game.

In recent years, particle filters have been popularized as
a means for representing non-linear, non-Gaussian temporal
models [16]. Darken and Anderegg present a method for
configuring particle filters to track opponent movements.
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This method makes use of developer-defined motion models
which they refer to as “simulacra” [3]. While this method
shows promise for implementation in commercial video
games, no experiments have been performed to confirm its
success as a predictor.

In this paper we address the aforementioned issues in
the following ways. By analyzing a corpus of game logs,
we extract the direction and velocity data of human play-
ers and then automatically learn motion models from this
information. Our predictors use only these motion models
and the sensory information available to a human player to
make predictions, thus precluding the possibility of cheating.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of the predictors in
real-world scenarios by testing them on game logs of expert
human matches from a commercial FPS video game.

IV. MODEL OVERVIEW

Predicting an opponent’s position can be formulated as a
dynamic discrete state estimation problem. We require the
opponent to occupy one of several predefined states in the
game environment at all times. When the opponent is not
visible to any friendly players, we maintain a probability
distribution over the states representing the likelihood of the
opponent occupying those states. As game time progresses,
the distribution is updated to reflect the potential movement
of the opponent while restricting the opponent to states
that agree with the observations of players on the friendly
team. We refer to a system that manages this probability
distribution simply as a model. A predictor uses several
models to track opponents in a game (namely one model per
opponent alive). In the following subsections we formally
introduce both hidden semi-Markov models and particle
filters as candidates for models.

A. Hidden Semi-Markov Models

A hidden Markov model (HMM) estimates the value of
an unobservable variable s over time [17]. The domain
of s, denoted by H , represents the set of possible states
in which s can exist. An HMM updates its model of s
at discrete intervals or time steps. At each time step t,
s transitions from its previous state st−1 to current state
st and a set of observations Ot are emitted based on st.
The HMM represents the likelihood of these events by a
transition function P (st = hi | st−1 = hj),∀hi, hj ∈ H and
observation function P (Ot | st = h),∀h ∈ H . The initial
distribution over s is given by a prior P (s1 = h),∀h ∈ H .

A hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) is similar to an
HMM with the exception that it allows s to transition
within dmax times steps [18]. Let D = {d | 1 ≤ d ≤
dmax, dmax ∈ Z+}. The likelihood of s transitioning after
d ∈ D time steps is determined by a duration function
P (d | st = h),∀h ∈ H . In this way, the prior and functions
provided by the HSMM can be used to evaluate P (st | O1:t),
the posterior distribution over the current state of s given all
observations emitted from time steps 1 to t. P (st | O1:t)
can be computed recursively from the result of the previous

time step P (st−1 | O1:t−1) by the forward algorithm (Equa-
tion 1) [19].

P (st | O1:t) =
∑
d

P (d | st)

[
t∏

u=t−d+1

P (Ou | st)

]
∑
st−d

P (st | st−d)P (st−d | O1:t−d)

 (1)

To utilize an HSMM for predicting opponent positions,
we discretize a map of the game environment via a two-
dimensional grid G. By setting H = G, we treat s as an
opponent whose likelihood of occupying grid cell g ∈ G at
time t can be evaluated by P (st = g | O1:t). The HSMM’s
prediction at time t are the coordinates corresponding to the
center of the grid cell given by arg max

g∈G
P (st = g | O1:t).

B. Particle Filters

A particle filter approximates the value of an unobservable
variable s by a set of weighted particles {(wi, pi) : i =
1, ..., n} such that

∑
i w

i = 1 and pi ∈ H , ∀i (where
H is the domain of s). While there are numerous particle
filter techniques tailored for various domain assumptions, we
present a common variant: sampling importance resampling
(SIR) [20]. Particles are initially sampled from a prior
distribution and the weights set to uniform probabilities. At
each time step t, a new set of particles is generated from
an importance function (Equation 2) and their corresponding
weights are updated by importance weights (Equation 3).

pit ∼ P (pt | pit−1) (2)
wit = wit−1 P (Ot | pit) (3)

A phenomenon called degeneracy occurs after several
updates where a few particles accumulate most of the weight.
To combat this trend, all particles are resampled (with
replacement) on each time step from the current weighted
distribution and the weights are set to uniform probabilities.

We use the method described by Darken and Anderegg
to configure a particle filter for predicting opponent po-
sitions [3]. This method utilizes the prior, transition and
duration functions from Section IV-A. By setting H =
R2, particles are viewed as possible coordinates of the
opponent’s position. On each time step t, the importance
function produces particle pit by adding a movement vector
mi ∈ R2 to the previous particle pit−1. Let CG(pit) ∈ G
represent the grid cell that contains particle pit. To determine
the direction of mi, we produce a target qi ∈ R2, the
center of a grid cell sampled from the transition function
P (st | st−1 = CG(pit−1)). The velocity of mi is selected in
a similar manner by sampling a value di from the duration
function P (d | st = CG(pit−1)). The movement vector is
calculated as mi = (qi − pit−1)(d

i)−1 and is recalculated
with a new target and velocity on time steps where pit
enters its current target’s grid cell (i.e., CG(pi) = CG(qi)).
Finally, a prediction for the opponent’s position is generated
by randomly selecting a particle after resampling.
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V. APPLYING MODELS TO OPPONENT POSITION
PREDICTION

Experienced human players have an accumulated knowl-
edge of game strategies and tactics and we wish to encode
this information in our models. We do this by training each
model’s prior, transition and duration functions on player
trajectories and movement velocities extracted from game
logs. Game logs store player histories as a set of game
state “snapshots” or frames; world coordinates, view cone,
health, and other attributes are recorded for each player at
these times. This format provides a convenient way to update
models: we fix time steps to occur with the same frequency
at which frames are recorded.

A. Building the Prior, Transition, and Duration Functions

Every model of a predictor uses a common prior, con-
structed as a distribution over G from the possible starting
locations for opponents on the map. Both the transition and
duration functions are defined by iterating over the frames
of several game logs. During each game we keep track of
the previous grid cell each player occupies. On frame t, if
a player resides in the same cell as on the previous frame
(i.e., st = st−1), a counter c is incremented by 1. When
the player transitions to a different cell (i.e., st 6= st−1),
the value of the transition function at index (st, st−1) is
incremented, the value of the duration function at index
(c, st−1) is incremented, and c is reset to 1. Note that no self-
transitions are recorded by this process. Once all trajectories
have been analyzed, both functions are normalized.

B. Building the Observation Function

The observation function constrains a model’s posterior
distribution by accounting for areas of the map visible
to members of the friendly team and, unlike other model
functions, must be computed online. To make the calcula-
tions involving P (Ot | st) feasible, we discretize the game
environment via a three-dimensional grid V . At each time
step, we must determine the set of cubes Wt ⊆ V visible
to at least one player on the friendly team to construct the
observation function.

We construct Wt by iterating over all friendly players and
cubes. To check whether or not v ∈ V is visible to the
coordinates of a friendly player’s head h ∈ R3, we first
determine CV (h), the cube in V containing h. Next, we
check if the vector from h to the coordinate center of CV (h)
is within player’s view cone. If so, we conclude that v is
visible from h (i.e., v ∈ Wt) if and only if there exists an
unobstructed line-of-sight (LOS) from the center of CV (v)
to the center of CV (h).3

Once Wt is known, a particle filter’s observation function
can be evaluated using Equation 4. Recall, however, that
HSMMs require s to reside in the domain G. We resolve
this issue using X(g), the set of all visibility cubes whose
centers (disregarding the z-coordinate) are contained in grid

3Although the use of V for LOS calculations introduces a margin of error,
this error can be mitigated by making cube sizes very small.

cell g. Equation 5 shows how X(g) maps visibility cubes to
grid cells for evaluating P (Ot | st = g).

P (Ot | st = pit) =

{
0, if CV (pit) ∈Wt

1, otherwise
(4)

P (Ot | st = g) = 1− |Wt ∩X(g)|
|X(g)|

(5)

C. Updating Models with Observations

If an opponent is observed in a grid cell g ∈ G at time
t, we explicitly set P (st = g | O1:t) = 1 and P (st 6=
g | O1:t) = 0 for the model. However, for a predictor
tracking several opponents, only the model corresponding
to the observed opponent should receive this special update.
Because we consider all opponents to be indistinguishable
from each other, we choose the model with the “highest
expectation” of observing an opponent in g, specifically the
model with the greatest value for P (st = g | O1:t−1) (all
other models are updated normally). If n ≥ 2 opponents are
observed, we assign observed opponent grid cells (g1, ..., gn)
to the models that result in the maximal sum of P (st =
gi | O1:t−1) (ties are broken randomly). Although it is pos-
sible for a model to be assigned observations for two or more
different opponents during a game, this typically occurs when
these observations could be produced by a single opponent.
Finally, when opponents are eliminated from the game, we
remove the models in a similar manner by matching the
models to the last grid cells occupied by the dead opponents.

VI. EXPERIMENT SETUP

While the presented approach to opponent location predic-
tion can be applied to a wide variety of games, we test our
predictor performance using Counter-Strike: Source (CS:S),
a multiplayer military combat video game developed by
Valve Software [21]. The game rules pit two teams against
each other: the Terrorists and the Counter-Terrorists. The
Terrorists are tasked with planting a bomb at one of two
bomb sites (Figure 2). If they fail to do this within a specified
time limit the Counter-Terrorists win. During a match, either
team can win the game by dispatching all members of the
opposing team. However, if the bomb has been planted, the
only way the Counter-Terrorists can win is by defusing the
bomb before its timer goes off. In this situation, the Terrorists
win if the bomb explodes or they eliminate all Counter-
Terrorist players.

A database of 190 championship-level CS:S game logs
was collected at Fragapalooza 2006 and 2007, an annual
video game competition held in Edmonton, Canada [22].
All matches were played on the map “de dust2”, a popular
choice among CS:S players for its asymmetric but fair
design. Every game log consists of five Terrorists versus five
Counter-Terrorists and lasts longer than thirty seconds. Game
frames were recorded every 0.45 seconds. Fifty game logs
were randomly selected from the database to serve as testing
logs in experiments; the remaining 140 logs were used for
training motion models.
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Fig. 2. CS:S map “de dust2”. Gray rectangles denote bomb sites. The
Terrorist start area is represented by the bottom gray oval and the Counter-
Terrorist start area by the top gray oval. The solid white lines at the top
correspond to distances of 2000, 1000 and 500 coordinate units (longest to
shortest).

A. Collecting Human Data

To measure the similarity of a predictor’s performance
to that of human experts, we ran an online user study
designed to test humans at the prediction task. Participants
first completed an optional online questionnaire identifying
their experience playing both CS:S and FPS video games in
general. They were then asked to download a client program
that would facilitate the recording of their predictions.

When running the client, a participant is presented with a
window displaying a top-down view of the “de dust2” map
(Figure 2). A game drawn randomly from the test logs is
loaded and the participant is allied with a particular team.
Player locations are displayed on the map by arrows pointing
in the direction which the corresponding player is facing.
For example, members of the friendly team are represented
by white arrows in Figure 3. A semi-transparent overlay
highlights the areas of the map the friendly players are able
to see (calculated using the visibility grid). While friendly
player arrows are visible at all times, opponent arrows remain
hidden from the participant’s view unless observed. For
example, the black arrow in Figure 3 is located in a friendly
player’s field of view and thus made visible to the participant.

The participant is able to watch the game using “play”
and “rewind” controls which advance the game log frame by
frame. If a global event occurs (e.g., the bomb was planted at
a bomb site), the participant is notified by a pop-up message.
At certain frames during the game, the participant is required
to click on the map, declaring his best guesses as to the

Fig. 3. An Example Frame from a Game Log. The white and
black arrows represent player orientations. Highlighted squares denote areas
visible to the white players.

current positions of unobserved opponents.4 One click for
each opponent must be made before he is able to continue
with the game. Although this requirement may result in
poor predictions when the participant is uncertain, such
annotations are desirable because they reflect the difficulty of
tracking opponents at that point in the game. When the end
of the game is reached, the participant is able to upload their
predictions to the user study website. No partially annotated
games are used in our experiments.

Several measures are taken to prevent potential biases
from affecting predictions. Although participants are able
to view past frames, they are not allowed to edit their past
annotations, thus preventing the improvement of their pre-
dictions by the knowledge of future observations. For similar
reasons, a game cannot be annotated by the same participant
more than once. To ease the learning curve associated with
predicting from a top-down view, participants are able to
switch to a practice mode at any time, allowing them to
completely observe game logs but prohibiting predictions
from being uploaded to the user study website. To reduce
participant fatigue, the client only allows every fifth game
log frame to be annotated. Finally, no time limit is imposed
and participants may quit the program at their discretion. The
user study facilitated 28 unique participants who annotated
a total of 97 games.

VII. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

As introduced in Section II, we measure the prediction
accuracy error (PAE) and human similarity error (HSE) of

4Observed opponents are automatically “clicked” for the participant. As
such our experiments treat observed opponents as valid predictions.
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each predictor. These metrics are reported in CS:S coordinate
system units (see Figure 2). Specifically, we report the mean
PAE/HSE per prediction over several game logs. Intuitively,
these measurements represent on average “how far off” a
prediction is from the opponent’s true position.

Equation 6 is used to calculate F (At, Bt), the mean error
per prediction between two coordinate vectors At and Bt for
a game frame t, where π is a permutation over elements in Bt
and nt is the number of opponents alive. The overall error for
a test game is defined as the average over every fifth frame’s
error (remaining consistent with the frequency of human
predictions). The mean PAE for a predictor is the average
over all 50 test game logs where At are positions provided by
the predictor and Bt are the true positions of opponents. The
mean HSE is calculated in a similar fashion by substituting
the predictions of human experts for Bt. Because we consider
an “expert” to have played CS:S for at least one year, we only
use the annotations of 25 participants who claim to have such
experience. Thus, HSE is computed by averaging over the
38 test games in which Terrorist positions were predicted by
human experts (41 games for Counter-Terrorist positions).

F (At, Bt) = min
π

1
nt

(
nt∑
i=1

D(ait, b
π(i)
t )

)
(6)

The distance function D(x, y) in Equation 6 is an ap-
proximate shortest path between coordinates x, y ∈ R2 in
the game environment. In particular, the path is constructed
from CV (x) to CV (y) through cube centers that have LOS
and are adjacent to each other in V (i.e., cubes sharing an
edge, face, or corner). Because all predicted positions do not
record a z-coordinate value, we determine the “column” of
cubes U(i) that exist above and below Cv(i) and use the
shortest path between any element of U(x) and any element
of U(y). Note that if coordinate i is placed in an invalid area
of the environment (e.g., within a wall), CV (i) evaluates to
the valid cube whose coordinate center is closest to i.

A. Experiment Parameters

Each experiment we run tests a different combination of
parameter values for a predictor. These parameters and their
corresponding values are listed in Table I. The “Model Type”
parameter indicates that a predictor uses semi-hidden Markov
models or particle filters (PF) with either 500, 1000, or
2000 particles each. Thus, a PF(2000) predictor tracking five
opponents would update 10, 000 particles on every time step.
The “Grid Cell Dimension” parameter denotes the coordinate
unit length and width of grid cells in G.

There are also several configuration parameters that are
arbitrarily fixed for all experiments. We set the dimensions
of cubes in V to 100 coordinate units.5 As well, to make
sure that calculations involving the duration function remain
tractable, we set dmax to 10. During model training, if a
trajectory in the game logs indicated that the player remains

5For comparison, a player’s in-game character stands 64 units high and
can move at a maximum velocity of 320 units per second.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS AND TESTED VALUES.

Parameter Values
Opposing Team Terrorist, Counter-Terrorist

Model Type HSMM, PF(500), PF(1000), PF(2000)
Grid Cell Dimension 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500

in a grid cell longer than 10 time steps, we assumed that
the player transitions after the tenth time step. Also, the 140
training logs were divided evenly among each predictor’s
models. Training each model on a subset of the game logs
ensured variation in the transition and duration functions.
Finally, player view cones are limited to a 90◦ field of view.

B. Experimental Results

In Figures 4 and 5 we plot two classes of predictors for
each model type. The “Avg.” class consists of a single point
representing the average performance over all predictors
sharing the same model type. The “Best” class consists of
all non-dominated predictors and thus more than one best
point may be plotted for a particular model type. This class
depicts the potential performance to be gained if one were
to spend time tuning parameters to CS:S.

The dotted lines intersecting in Figures 4 and 5 define two
performance thresholds. The horizontal lines depict the mean
PAE of human experts. Figure 1 illustrates an example of this
measurement by the dotted grey line. Conversely, this same
measurement can be considered the mean HSE of a perfect
predictor, which is represented in Figures 4 and 5 by the
vertical lines. We refer to the area enclosed by the threshold
lines as the ideal region for predictors. A predictor occupying
this area can be said to, on average, provide predictions
with greater accuracy than human experts and that are more
human-like than a perfect predictor.

In Figure 4, all model types perform similarly to the
mean PAE of human experts. This shows that predictors
based on either HSMMs or particle filters can contend with
human experts at predicting Terrorist opponents. However,
the mean HSE of all predictors, with the exception of the
Best HSMMs, are greater than that of a perfect predictor.
While this might be considered a drawback, note that unlike
the others, a perfect predictor cheats to achieve its PAE
performance and thus a fair comparison cannot be made.

To mask the appearance of cheating for a perfect predictor,
one possibility is to perturb the true locations of opponents
by some noise. Figures 4 and 5 show the performances
of a perfect predictor modified by Gaussian noise using
standard deviations of 500, 1000, and 1500 coordinate units.
An obvious and expected trend is evident in both graphs: as
standard deviations increase, the mean PAE also increases,
approaching that of human experts. However, for all pre-
dictors that share a similar mean PAE with human experts
(e.g., perturbed predictors with standard deviations of 1500),
the mean HSE of each model type is noticeably less than the
perturbed predictors. Thus, we can conclude that at the skill
level of human experts HSMMs and particle filters provide
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Fig. 4. Prediction Accuracy Error vs. Human Similarity Error for
Terrorist Predictors.

more human-like predictions than a perfect predictor skewed
by Gaussian noise.

With regards to individual predictor performances, the Best
HSMM predictors dominate all others in Figure 4 (we are
unable to draw a similar conclusion from Figure 5). We
believe the Best HSMM predictors for Terrorists perform
well against the Avg. HSMMs because they use grid cell
dimensions (400 and 450) that minimize both the overfitting
and underfitting of trajectory data. Additionally, particle
filters perform poorly in comparison to the Best HSMM
predictors because the random sampling of a particle to
generate a prediction produces inconsistent performance. The
figures also show that increasing the number of particles from
500 to 2000 per model is insufficient for overcoming this
issue. While alternative methods for generating a prediction
could be employed (e.g., averaging the coordinates of all
particles, selecting the “median” particle), these alternatives
may hinder the multimodal power of the particle filter.

The average time required to update an HSMM model
is comparable to or faster than PF(500), the fastest particle
filter type (see Tables II and III).6 Most of the Best HSMM

6All experiments were run on a 2.8GHz Intel Core 2 processor with 2GB
of RAM.

TABLE II
TERRORIST PREDICTOR PERFORMANCE WITH MEAN UPDATE TIMES

PER MODEL (± STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN).

Predictor Mean PAE Mean HSE Mean Upd. Time
Best HSMM #1 855±41 904±39 16.55±0.08 ms
Best HSMM #2 819±40 912±39 36.10±0.12 ms

Avg. HSMM 947±42 1103±40 47.42±0.31 ms
Best PF(500) 951±41 1043±47 46.87±0.22 ms
Avg. PF(500) 988±41 1091±43 43.69±0.15 ms

Best PF(1000) #1 928±41 1057±47 86.34±0.25 ms
Best PF(1000) #2 938±38 1036±41 94.33±0.38 ms

Avg. PF(1000) 980±41 1082±42 87.20±0.27 ms
Best PF(2000) 889±33 1019±43 183.38±0.52 ms
Avg. PF(2000) 943±39 1049±40 181.63±0.50 ms
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Fig. 5. Prediction Accuracy Error vs. Human Similarity Error for
Counter-Terrorist Predictors.

predictors are able to update the models of five opponents
within 100 milliseconds, thus making them viable for imple-
mentation in a commercial game.

One interesting observation is that best Counter-Terrorist
predictors perform relatively poorly against the dotted line
thresholds compared to the best Terrorist predictors. The
reason for this is that human experts achieve a low mean
PAE in Figure 5, possibly because they have a better un-
derstanding of complex Counter-Terrorist behavior. At the
beginning of a round, Terrorists focus on quickly traversing
the map to get to the bomb site while Counter-Terrorists
primarily act defensively, relying on ambushing and standoff
tactics. Although the former strategy is captured well by the
Best Terrorist HSMM predictors, the latter appears to require
consideration of features other than direction and velocity.

Finally, we ran one-tailed unpaired Welch’s t-tests to
confirm that the Best HSMM predictors for Terrorists are
inside the ideal region [23]. Specifically, the t-test compares
the set of game errors used to calculate mean PAE/HSE of a
predictor with the set of games errors for another predictor.
We formulate two null hypotheses P0 and H0 below and
report the p-values with degrees of freedom in Table IV.
Note that p-values less than or equal to 0.05 suggest that the
null hypothesis be rejected with at least 95% confidence.

TABLE III
COUNTER-TERRORIST PREDICTOR PERFORMANCE WITH MEAN

UPDATE TIMES PER MODEL (± STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN).

Predictor Mean PAE Mean HSE Mean Upd. Time
Best HSMM 843±45 860±46 0.91±0.09 ms
Avg. HSMM 859±42 945±43 47.35±0.30 ms
Best PF(500) 853±37 890±45 43.22±0.11 ms
Avg. PF(500) 876±40 919±42 43.65±0.13 ms
Best PF(1000) 837±39 877±41 94.40±0.24 ms
Avg. PF(1000) 855±42 904±41 87.64±0.22 ms

Best PF(2000) #1 835±38 856±41 179.61±0.40 ms
Best PF(2000) #2 830±37 874±42 193.39±0.46 ms

Avg. PF(2000) 847±39 884±42 180.46±0.41 ms
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TABLE IV
P-VALUES AND DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR TERRORIST PREDICTORS.

Rejecting P0 Rejecting H0

Predictor P-Value DF P-Value DF
Best HSMM #1 0.0267 86 0.0634 74
Best HSMM #2 0.0454 86 0.0356 74

• P0: The mean PAE of the predictor in question is greater
than or equal to the mean PAE of human experts.

• H0: The mean HSE of the predictor in question is
greater than or equal to the mean HSE of a perfect
predictor.

VIII. FUTURE WORK

We are currently pursuing several possibilities that may
improve predictor performance. One idea is tailoring models
to gameplay mechanics. For example, the strategies of both
the Terrorists and Counter-Terrorists are reversed when the
bomb is planted; the Terrorists aim to defend the bomb
until it explodes while the Counter-Terrorists are put on the
offensive to defuse it. While our predictors consider only past
player trajectories, a stronger implementation would take into
account global events as well as sounds emitted by players.

Another area of investigation is the discovery of relevant
game features. For example, the movement policy of a
player may be dependent on the weapon he is carrying,
whether or not they have the bomb, and the time since their
last encounter with an opponent. Transition and duration
functions could be used to encode different policies based
on these features and then swapped in and out of models
according to an arbiter. Alternatively, several models could
be run simultaneously for a single opponent, using a voting
system to choose the model that should provide predictions.

Finally, the compilation of a sizable game log corpus
would open new avenues for research. A large collection of
game logs could be analyzed to produce a decision-making
system that controls a bot’s low-level actions.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper we evaluated both hidden semi-Markov
models and particle filters as a means to predict opponent
positions in Counter-Strike: Source. Our results show that
the best HSMM predictors for the Terrorist team have
better prediction accuracy than experienced human players.
Moreover, the mistakes they do make are more human-like
than those of a perfect predictor. It is our hope that these
predictors will be used as part of a bot’s decision-making
system to produce a challenging adversary with human-like
behaviour.
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